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CALCUTATION OF SURIACE TEMPERATURES lli
STfM.DYSUI?ERSONICECZGHT
, By George P .“Wood .-
Surface temperatures
supersonic fli@rt at Mach
.—
!NJMMAm
—
were calculated for bodies in stea<v
numbers from 2 to 10 and for altitudes
-. ._-v
.—
from 50,000 to-200,000 feet and emissivitles fromO to 1. The
importance of the effectQ of radi~.tionand convection was deter-
mined. It was found, under tho aemmption of an isothermal
atmosphere, that the gain of heat from the air by convection
decreases at constant Mach number as the altitude is increased.
EquiMbrSw.nbetveen convection and radiation is established at
temperatures that consequently decrease as alt.itude.is increased.
In general, therefore, at sufficiently high altitudes the surface
teqerature is conaidora%~y less t@n the ata~tion tompmaturo.
At a Mach number of 8, for example, the stagnation temperature
is 4&)0° F ebsolute and the equilibrium surface tempe-ra+,urefor
an en+.ssivityof 0.5 is 3&30° F absolute at 50,000 feet and
decreases to 1350° F absolute at 200,000 feet.
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INTROIXJCTION ..—— —
As ectual and proposed speeds of flight increase, the problem
of aerodynamic heating of afrplanes and rockets becomes a source
.—
of great concern. The importance that the problem assumes.is
.— ..-
forcibly illustrated by the heating of meteors. Whiles ?@eor is -
moving through empty space, its temperature is low. Yet, within a :
....=
few seconds after the meteor enters the earth~s atmosphere; its ‘–
surface has become incandescent. Although combustion doubtless
—;
plays a rols in the final teqerature reached, the surfa”ceof the -— .
meteor attains at least combustion temperature %y fl’ic%iofiand ‘“ —“
by compression of the earthfs atmosphere.
—,
The purpose of the present paper is to examine the problem of
aerodynamic heating of bodies in steady supersonic flight, to state —
what alleviating factorb ‘exist,to deteti~e the significance of
—.
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these factors and, finally, to calculate the temperatures that
be expected on the surfacesof l)odim at supersonic speeds.
The results presented h~rein are based on analysis and on
1114--
can
extrapolation. It was found necessary to use subsonic heat-transfer
cquatlons for supersonic flow, small-viscosity-gradientheat-
transfer equations in flow where the viscosit~-gradientis iarge,
and estimated atmos~heric density at altitudes at which tho
properties of the atmosphere are not yet accurately known. The
extrapolationsare necessary at the present tfme beoause ofla
lack of experimental and theoretical data. ,The quantitative
accuracy of the results obtained herein depends, of course, on the
correctness of the several assumptions that were necessary in
making the extrapolations
a
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SYMBOLS .
characteristictemperatures (/,eo 8N)
.
heat at constant pressure, Btu/(lb)(%?)
heat at constant volunm; Btu/(1%)(~)
effective molecular diameter (9.1 x 10-10ft)
acceleration due to gravity ( )32.2 ft/sec2
local coefficient of heat tranefer at distance x from
leading edge, Btu/(sec)(sq ft)(w)
average
from
rate of
coofffcient of heat transfer over dfstance x
laading edge, Bixz/(sec)(sqft)(Ol?)
heat transfer, Btu per second
mechanical equivalent of heat (778 ft-lllptu.
thmnal conductivity,Btu/(sec)(sq ft)(~/ft)
Mach nwiber
Prandtl nuriber
~@wg/k)
gas constant (for air, 73.52 ft-lb/(lb)(oF a’bs.)~
Reynolds numte; (#Vx/W)
,
—
.
l
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A
v
v
surfqe area, square feet
temperature, OF absolute r ..—
temperature of surface,~ a~solu~e
.—
% absolutetotal or stagnation tempemture,
velocity, feet pel*second ,’
distance from leading edge, feet .—
altitude, feet ——
ratio of temperatures (6’N/T~ -—k .=
shock-wave angle, degrees
half singleof wedge airfoil, degrees
ratio of specific heats
f .
(/)Cp %
bounda~-~er thiclmess,.fee~ —-....——
.
emissivlty, ratio of enissive p~er of act=l sufiace to
that of black body
characteristic temyerature~ % absolwte ..
mean free path, feet
coefficient of viscosity, slug/(ft)(aec) .—
nuni%erof molecules per unit volume [7.3 x 1023 per
cubic foot at sea-level densltyj ‘ :
mass density, slug per cubic foot
Stefsa-Boltzmmn constant
(
4.8 X 10-13
“--) ._Btu/(sec)(sq ft)(~.ab~.)4
,.
Subscripts:
N nitrogen
o o~gen
1,2 regions in fiqure 4
t total
.
.—
,,--
..-— .
,.
.
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In order to calculate surface temperatures, stagnation or
total temperatures ar.e.first calculated. Thevariation of the
total or stagnation temperature of air with Mach number is shown
in figure 1. FigurQ 1 appl~.eqin the stratosphere, under the
assumption that the atmospheric temperature there Is 392” F absolute.
The equation
( )-1X2Tt.Tl++- (0
with 7 = 1.4 was used to obtain figure 1. The values of’stag-
nation tempemture shown in figure 1 are frequently thought of as
the temperatures that wfll exist on the surfaces of supersonic
bodies. Even at a Mach numler of 4 the sta~tion temperature is
hl@ and rises rapidly as Mach number is increased. The use of
the values of stagnation temperature gtven in figure 1 as the
surface temperatures of airplanes and rockets, howover, is an over-
simplification of the problem, as cerwln factors cause the eurface
temperatures to Te less than the temperatures shown in figure 1.
Variation of Specific Heats
In the first place, the specific heats of air are functions
of the temperature. A more refined.value of stagnation temperature
than that given%y equation (1) cam therefore ‘beobtained by taking
into account the variation of the specific heats tith temperature.
According to the classical kinetic theo~ of gases, the specific
heats of (diatomic)air are .-
—
.—
.
“
>.
—
R
-=15
cP=cv+J 2J (2)
at temperatures near ~0° F absolute. At these temperatures the
three degrees of freedom due to translation of the molecules anl
the two dogroes of freedom due to rotation have been fully brought
into play. As the temperature 3.sraised, vibration of the molocules
is gradually acti~%ed and makes its contribution to the specific
heats. AS the temperature ~ncreases, therefore, the WIues of c
anfl Cv increase above the values gtven’by equation (2), and thep
value of 7 decreases below the value of 1.4 that was used in
equation [1) and in figure 1. If the temperature is raised enough,
.
.
.
8
..
. .
l
*
.
l ’
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dissociation nlso contributes to the specific heats. The effect of
d~ssociation, however, is not included in the Present V!!!Ysis~ as
the effect is not very lmporban~ at the temperatures considered
herein and a quantibtive treat&nt of the effect would be %ther -
coxnplex. Electronic excitation and molecuhr and atomic ionization
are also yresent if the temperature is,raised enough. Of these
processes the.electronic excitationof oxygen occurs at the lowest
temperature and has the largest effect on the aecific heats” A
check calculation shows, however, that its contribution to the
specific heats is only one-half of 1 percent at 6000° 1?absolute.
The effects of excitation and ionization are therefore not taken
Into account herein. Vibration, however, begins to occur at
appimoximately500° F absolute, and the effect of vibration on the
specific heats and the stagnation temjyn?ahzreis therefore
investigated.
. ‘.-—
—
The specific heat of air at constant pressure is given by
the following equation} in which the quantities w tho loft-ha_~ ““~-– -4
side refer to air, which is considered to be composed of 79 Percent .-
nitrogen by volume and !21percent oxygen. Thus,
-.
.—L
%= %
Cpo
R 0.795+ o*21~ .- (3j
According to the classjcal quantum statistics (see, for example,
reference 1),
where
C%=7 Z2;Z
J% 2+(.2. —–(4)1)2 .-
(5) : --.:
,
.-——
—.
eN .
z =,—.
T -—.=..——
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and
The quantities
temperatures.”
.
9
’08N
az = -—
.
19NT
eN and e. ~re the P1.anck-Einstein“characteristic
From mee.surementsof molecuh”r spectrh they are kno%n
to have the values (eee, for exarrple,reference 2)
‘% = 60600F absolute
..
= k050° F absolute “
‘o
By uae of equations (h) and (5) equation (3) can then he rewritten as
J&7
#ez (az)2eaz-
?J+ 0.79——+0.21
(e‘“- 1)2 ( aze- 1)2
The eqrcssion for stagnation temperature that takes
*
(6)
.
into ,.-
account the variation of the specific heat of air fB d-e;lvedas .?
follows: The dli’ferential.eq~ti.omthat expresses conservation of
energy in an adiabatic flow process is
cp@U+QdV=O
If substitutions are made in equation (7) for
and for dT from the r~lation
(?Ndz
‘v-~
then
. 3.5pdz - 0.79r3zdz . 0.21aeaz d(az)
~. (ez - 1)2 (eaz . 1)2
(7)
Cp from equation (6)
~?g= o (8)
—.
-.
.
,
l
l
.
.
*-*
“.
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Integration of equation (8) between-the limits OY the free-streem
condition (subscrip~ 1) end the stagnation condition (subscript t)
gives
in which extremely small
omitted, 7@T$!12 has
., . . .
,“ .-
,
0.14 = 3.5+ *“we
‘-pint-l., q 21
(9)
..--—
..
,,,.” .
terms on the””rigkt-handside have been
been substituted for VI*, and numerical
values have been substituted fop a and 71. Equation (9) gives ‘-
e~
the relation between sta-tion temperature
‘t = —, & free-“Zt
stream Mach n~ber Ml. Sta@ation tcmrperatureas,a function’of
Mach number, as given by equation (9)”for’s frse-&eam tempera-
=
ture of,3g20 F absolute, is shown in figure.2x -At the -lower.values __~
of Wch number thedeviation of the stagnation.temyepiturefrom the
values showm in figure 1 id.very small.,.At the;hi@er Mach n_~}ers --
the deviation is larger and a&unts to 13(X)0.at.a~ch num~er of X3. ‘--
The nuzwrical comyutationg of s~ac~ tempenaturq fo>\h6”present’-
.-
paper were based on the sta~’tion tempe~tures shown.in figure 2.
-—
,-. .—
,, —
.-
Reco&y Fac60r .-
.—.-. ... ..—
..
The second factor that has a bearing on the tern~eratures
obtained.b fli&t “is”the so-calle&
——
l’temperaturerecoveqv factor’t.
If a fluid is brought from a state of motion to a state oi!rest
by an adiatatic compression, es at a stagnation point, its tempe~-
ture is raised, as shown in f!g&e 2; If, however, a fluid is
brought t~~oma state of ~tion to a state of rest by friction? a,s
occurs, fur e~nmyle, ,atthemrfaco,of a flat ph%e that~s
oriented pazdlel,to “aQa:r stream, the tempezaturelof the”flui~ : “-
is ra.i&e&to a value that may be different from that obtained by
adiaba?;lscompression. .The ratio of the temperature rise due’to
friction to the temperature rise due to adtabatic compression is
knowd as the recoveqy factor. The value of the recovery ~actor
depende on whether the flow .?,s$amhar or tur~;ilent.‘Therecovery
factor for flat ptites in laminar flow has %een shown theoretically
in references’3, “4,and s to be very nearly equal to the squ@r~
root of the Prandtl n~berf The Randtl number of air at ordimry
temperatures is about 0.75, and the recov~~ factor is a%out 0.87.
.-
.-
.
—
—
—.
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The meaeured value of the recovery factor has been reported,ln
reference 6 to be 0.87 for flat t)~tes and in reference 7 to
U-IA
.
be 0.91 for the laminar flow at 6.1 chord of an airfoil, Theo- ...
retical determinations of the recoveg factor in turbulent flow .
have not been precise, (See reference 8.) The measured value
reported in reference 6 is 0.90 for flat pla%s and in reference 7 ‘
is 0.95 for the turbulent flowat 0.7 chord of an alrfofl. The
value of the recovezg factor has not lieenmeasured at high tempel%.-
turee or at high supersonicMach nunibers. (Measurementsat low
supersonic Mach numkers have been reported in reference7~) ~ the
present paper a recovery factor of unity hes been used.
Radiation
The third and fourth factors that affect surface temperatures
are radiation and heat trensfer by convection.:Notwithstmding
the fact that in supersonic flight the eurface temperature
(boundav-layer temperature) is much higher than the stream tempera-
ture, there 1s, of course, M transfer of heat’between the surface
and the streamprovidedthat-”the surface is at the temperature to
which the air in the bcmnda~ layer has been raised in being brought
to--rest. If, however, the surfac~ loses heat by radiation and drops
In temperature,,there-will be transfer of heat by convection from
the air to the surface. It is obvious that under conditions of
constant Mach num%er and a’ltitudethe processes of heat loss by
radiation and heat gafn by convection will come to equilibrium at a
surface temperature that is lower than the surface temperature that
would exist without radiation. The effects of radiation and con-
vection must therefore be evaluated. l
The rate at which enerpy is lost by a mmfaoe by radiatian is
H-=
s“
~s4 (lo)
For the present calculations the follow@g values ,of c were used
(compare referonco 9, pp. 50-51 and table XIII, pp. 393-396):
c = (),2 (corresponding
at 1000° F
C = 0.5 (corresponding
at 190° F
E = 1*C) (corresponding
approxi&te~ to oxidized alumfnum
and to poldshed iron at 100° to mOO F)
apyro~~te~ to smooth sheet iron
rtnd oxidized rolled sheet stesl at 100° F)
to a black %ody or perfect radiator)
*
.l
l
. .
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For nearly all f3ubs@nces C is a function of temperature. It will
be shown, however, that, so long aa the value of ~ is not Close”f-.o
zero, the particular value that it has is not an imyortant factor in
determining airplane su&ace temperatures. .—.—
The rate of radiation H/S as given ’byequation (10) is shown
as a function of surface tempe~ture in figure 3. —.
Heat Transferby Convectim
~The flow over the.first part of a smooth flat ylate is laminar.
If the Reynolds number of tho flow, based on the plate length, l&-
sufficiently large, the region of l.amlnarflow is followed hy a
region of tmnaition, which in turn is followed by a region of.
turbulent flow. The eauations for the heat-transfer coefficient in
. —
the laminar region are’(reference 10, p. 2“38)
%=
Ii=
In the turbulent re ion
:(reference 10, p. 2 9)
L
0.33$ (Re)l/2(Pr)l/3
,,
0.66~ (Re)l/2(Pr)l/3
the equation for the local
JLX = 0.029$JRe)?”%!r
and for the average coefficient is
shi dx . ,, ,,.
E.- ‘k (Re)= 0.036 ~ o*~r
J
&
—
(12)
coefficient ii
.—
, .(>3)
..
—
. —
(14)
.
Equation (lZ?)is a theoretical equation that has been experi-
mentally verified, and equation (14) is an empirical relation. “— “—
.
Those equations apply when the free-stream velocity is subsonic
..
..
.-
—. .-
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and when the temperature gradient.(tbnt is, the viscosi~y gradient)
in the boundary layer is snmll but are assumed-herein to apply in
supersonic flow and in flow with lar~e boundaTJ-layar gradients.
Ordinarily, in order to compute the heattrqnsfer from a flat-
plate, estimtea are made of the Reynoldg number of t~sitioti
and the limits of the transition region. The value ofi hx is then
computed and plotted in the laminar and the turlulent regions, a
reasonable transiticm curve is dram, and.an @tegration is per-
formed to obtatn the average heat-transfer coefficient for the
entire plate. The extent, howevpr, of the I.eminarregion depends
not only on the Reynolds number of the flow but also on the ikiitial
turbulence in the flow and on the viscosity gradient in the
‘bounda~ layer. Measurements en an unheated flat plate by
Van der Hegge Zi@en showed that transition occurred at a Reynolds
number of about 300,000 with a given degyee of injtial tur?)ulenco
and at a Reynolds nuxiberof 100,000 when a wire screen was used to
increase the initial turlxzlence(reference 10, pp. 261-264).
Measurements at the National Bureau of Standards showed transition
at a Reynolds number of 1;100,000 with small initial turbulence ‘
and at 300,000 behind a wire screen (reference 10, -pp.264-265).
The plotted data of Elias and of Yage and Falkner (reference 9,
fig. 99, p, 206) wouM_&dicate transition m a heated flat plate
at-a Reynolds number of a~proximately 40,000 (if a transition
curve were drawn between the laminar and th~turbulent curves).
The airfoil to which the heat-transfer equations are applied
is shown in figure 4. The conditions in region 2 le.tween.the
shock wave and the airfoil surface, but outside the boundary layer,
are given in te~ of the conditions in region 1 ahead of the shock
wave %y the following equations (reference U):
tan a
tan (a - B)
.
?
,
—
-.
(w)
-Cos CL - —...
60s (a - p) (16) -
(17)
.-
.—
.—
—
,
w
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U++MI*cot p =tanct -12sin2a - 1
.—
(18)
Conditions in region 1 depend on the Mach n.er and the
. altitude. The values of temperature and density that were ueed at ‘-
—.—
the high altitudes considered herein are given in eppendix A. The
Reynolds numi%eru’behind”the shock wave, region 2, has~-.on a length””‘---
of 1 foot and a free-stree.mMach number of 6 are shown in the
following table:
.— --.+
..——
“~
. .. —
Altitude Reynolds —
., (ft)
.— .+
number
.-. —
50,000 9,600,000 ., —.-
100,000 880,000 u
I
15Q,000 I 81,000 , -200, OQo 7,400 ! .--—— —. -----
—. .
The variation of Reynolds nuniber with Machnuniber at a given altitu@e
is not’ve~ large comjared with the variatlonofRe~oN”numher with
_—
‘a.ltitude’ata given Mach n~ber. The Rgynolds number at a M.ch
number of 10 is approxiutely 7“times the Reynolds number at & Mach ——
nuniberof 2 stall the altitudes shown in the preceding table.
The”rate of heat transfer to the airfoil is
: = ii(Tt - T~) (19)
. .
In ap@@.ng equation (19)3 the following assumptions .and,~i~li-
fica’tionswe’re.made: :
,, i:
(1) At .altitud.esO* ~,OCKl and 100,OCQ feet, ~ is” ~k+ven by
equatic3n”(14). ,,
—
.-
,,
(2) At altitudes of,.150,000and 200YO00 feet,““E is &ivcriby ‘“ ——
equation (12}. .- —-.
..,.
.—
_-:—
. .
,,,
:. ,,.
.-
-. .—— (,
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(3)T-k k in equations (12) and (14) was based on the
temperature in region 2, notwithstanding the large temperature
gradient in the boundary layer.
(4) The Reynolds nimkmeused in computing ~ was based on
density, velocity, and viscosity in region 2, notwithstanding the
large viscosfty gradient in the boundary layer.
.
.
.-
(5) The Reynolds number was based on a l-foot length.
The.rates of heat transfer from the air to the airfoil, as
$iven by equation (19) under theso assumptions and simplifications,
are shown in figure ~. The rate of heat transfer to the airfoil at
a given Mach number decreases rapidly a~ the altitude is increased.
RESULTS ANTIDISCUSSION
—
At a given altitude and Mach nuniberif thermal equilibrium
has been reached and if there is no thermal conduction from the
forwmxl half of the airfoil (fig. h) to..eo~ other part of the
airplane, the equilibria. temperature.ofthe forward Part of the
airfoil is the temperature at which the rate of heat transfer frofi
the airfoil by radiation is equal to the,rate of heat transfer to
the airfoil by convection. In other words, equilibria tempera-
ture is the surface temperature. Ts at which H/S h figure 3 iS
equal to H/S in figure 5. This equilibrium surfaco tmpemture
is shown in figure 6 as a function of free-stn%mhlach number.
(The curve for c = O in figure 6 shows stagnation tempemture.)
Figure 6 shows that the surface temperature can be much less
than the stagnation temperature if the altitude of flight is
sufficiently high. It can be seen, also, that, if the surface is
in thermal equilibrium at a given temperature, the higher the
altitude the greater the Mach number, An equilibrium surface
te~erature of 1500° F absolute is shown, for example, for ~ = 0.5,
at a Wch nuriberof 4 at 50,000 feet, of 4.4 at 100,00+3feet,
of 6.5 at 150,000 feet, and of 9.2 at 200,000 feet. At a given
Mach m.unber,therefore, the surface .texnpemtureis also shown to
decrease as the altitude increases. At a Mach nugiberof 8, for
example, the surface temperature for ~ = 0.5 is 3&)0° F absolute
at ~,000 feet and decreases to “13500p absolute at 200,000 feet.
Figure 6 shows clear~ t~t the value of ~ does noti~ve much
effect on the surface temperature so long as the value of c is
not close to zero.
.
?
—
l
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The temperature of only the forward part (the hottest part) of
the airfoil shown in f~gure h is considered herein. When the air
stream expanda in goin~ from region 2 to region 3, Its densi~ is
decreased more than its velocity is increased, The mte of con-
vection from the air stream to the airfoil consequently is smaller
and the equilibrium temperature is smaller for region 3than for “the
forward part of the airfoil.
The effect of eolar radiation on the temperature of the
airfoil is not included in figure 6. The solar constant, which is
the quantity of ener~ that impinges in Uni”ttime on unit gXe_a_Q.fa
eurface normal to the sun~s raya and just outside the earthts
atmosphere, is 0.116 Btu per second per square foot. (Actually,
only about 70 percent of the initial solar radiation gets throu&h
.
the earth’s atmosphere to sea level on a clear day when the sun
is at the zenith.) For Mach nunibersamd altitudes for which the
—
—
—
rate of gain of heat by the airfoil by convection and the rate of
loss of heat ly radiation are of the same order of nmgnitude as the
solar constant, the temperature of the airfoil could be conside~bly
.+
affected by solar radiation. These conditions are met when the Wch
number is small and the altitude is high. Figure 7 was yrepara on
the assumption that the airfoil absorbed radiation at the rate
. of 0.116e Btu Ter second per square foot, in addition t.oreceiving
e
heat from the boundary layer by convection and losing heat hy
radiation. Comparison of figures 6(b) and 7 shows, therefore, the
*
. maximum effect that solar radia+,ioncan have on the equilibrium
temperature of the airfoil.
—
. Equilibrium temperatures at higher altitudes than 200,000 feet
are not shown. The heat-transfer equations used for calculating
equilibrium temperatures cannot be safe~v applied at altitudes
greater than 200,000 feet inasmuch as the %oundary-layer thickness
.-
is no longer lar e in comparison with the mean free path of the
alr molecules. ?See appendix.)
-—
.—
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RE%ARCH
An interesting by-product of the investi~tfon is the list of
, unsolved problems which made necessary a number of assumptions in
obtaining the results.
.
(1)
.
(2)
Heat-transfer
Heat-transfer
These problems include the following:
coefficient in superson3.cflow
coefficient with lar~e viscosity gradient
—
l
—
..
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(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(lo)’
(11)
(E)’
The
The.rml conductivity and @efficient of viscosity of alr
at high tempnzatures
.
transition in supersonic flowBounda~-layer
Boun&wy-layer
Boundaqy-layer
tz’ansitionwith brg~ VfSCOSity
transition with heat transfer
gradient
—
%covery factor’in supcrson~c flow
Recoveqy factor with hiCh boundary-laxer temperatures
Drag, lift, and heat tmnsfei at altitudes where mean’
free path is not of a lower order of magnitude thsm
houndsry-layer thickness .
Density and temperat,uroat high altitudes
Effect of heat-ce.pacih;;lag on heat-trensfen coefficient
COI?CLUS1ONS
following conclusion based on calculations of surface
temperatures of bodies in stuady suyer=onic flight umy bI=Idrawn: .
1. The uate at which heat ie transferred to a body from the
air by means of convection decreases at constimt Mach number a~
the altitude ~.sincreased.
‘2.Loss of heat from a body by means of’ radiation is am
Important facto~ in dete~~.nir)g the temperature of the body if tho
altitude of flight is sufficiently great.
3. The ternporaturoat which therml ea~.lilibriumbetween cm.
vection and r.zdiationis reached dcmwasos, at constant Mach
number, as the altitude “isincreased. .
4. At sufficient~v high altitudes and euff3.cient,lyhim Mach
n~~eiw the”sui-fe,cetamperatura of a IxK!y~s ccnsi.de~-ablyless than
the stagnation tem~ereture of the air. At a M&ch nlmber of 8, for
example, the S“&@it~Loh t~u&e~ture is ~&Kl” 3’a?moluto and.the
,
e uililyium fi:l.rfacetcmpmaturti for an fmlscivlty 07 0.5 is
3&0° F s?2u01qte.
at 200,000 feet.
at 5C,0C0 feet and decreases t.o-13~U0F abeolub
.
.
..
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5. The value of the emissivity of the surface does not have
much effect on the surface temperature if the value of the
emiseivity is not close to zero.
6. Solar radiation has a large effect on the surface te.ppera-
ture only for low Mach num%ers and high altitudes,
Langley Memorial Aercmautical La?mratoxy
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
~@ey Fie~, Vs., October 10, 19L6
-—
.—
.
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APPENDIX A
ATMOSi’HERICl?ROTERTIESAT HIGH ALTITVDES
The properties of the standard atmosphere are defined in
reference 12 to an altitute of.65,000feet. Altitude-yressure
tebles for altitudes to &1,000.feet are given in reterence 13.
In reference 13, at altitudes between 35,332 and.&)~OOO feet tho
temperature ie taken to brj~’i’2°F alimoluteand the density Is
given by the follo~~.~ cqm.tlc~, ~i~ichma~ obtained frcmLBoyle’s
law and equation (8J of refermice l.j:
Y= 3S332 -I-4@11.1101+O:. s (20)
The present inv~sbigation wns si~lified ty the a~m~mptions
that the i.sothcxwul reqton of tht?a+u~qghcro,, in wk:ch thv tcxuPera-
ture is 3$Wo y ~bGo=Lutej ~~e~~ to ~ a~~~~~~e ~ EC.QJXIC,Yeet and
that the dmsi+.y h the isothcrn?d z)ogicnis civen ly”eq:u)~icn(20).
The followlng table gives tho densfties and preasure~ ohta~,nedunder
these assumptions:
Alti%ud.e Doneity pressure
-L, (ft) (E31ug/cu ft) (tn. E@
...-. ——
50,000 3.61x 10-4 3.43
100,Q09 3.31X lo:? 3.15X 10-1
150,000 3.04 x Jo 2.89x 10-2
200,000 2.79X 10-7 2.66x 10-~
-.
Since the prasent paper was be@n, the l!W.CASpecial.Sulcomnittee
on the Upper Atmo@ore has adopted.a ~’esolutio~i:l.whicha Imn;ktlve
extensj.on of the steadard atmos~hero is gade. Tk ex:,er&5.cnis
from the 1$:$000feet eltit:de c: rsfeream 12 to 100.000 feet. The “-
propcnrths of this,extended atnoephele are @veil Ln rti:%r:nce U.
The isotkerzkl. re@on is a~surmtl to extend tc 10C?,OGU feet. TIM
density and -pressure shown in the precoiiingtalle at altitudes
of 50,000 and 100,000 feet are accordinfllythe same as those given
in referance lb---forthose altitudes.
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,. APl?END~ B
IZM&NG ALU?ITUDEFOR FLUID-FI.QWEQUATIONS
There is, or course, a,limit to the altitude’a.twhich the usml
equations describing fluid-flow phenomena apply.. A bo~ry-layer
phenomenon .suchas convective heat tr&nsfer depends on the free-
path phenomena of viscosity and thermal conductivity, The usual
equations that describe convective heat tmnsfer can be e~ected
to apply only when the mean free >>athof th~ air molecules is
—
small in comparison with the thickness of the boundary layer. The
meam free-path of air molecules is given by the kinetic theory of .
gases as (reference 15)
l.= 1
vl ~p
The thlcbess of the bounda~ layer, if taken
placement of the streamlines, iej for landnar
5 = 3.4x(Re)‘1/2
The mean free path in re ion 2 of figure
fwave and the airfoil surface but outside the
.-
(21) . t-
.—
as twice the dis-
flow (refsrence 16),
(22)
4 between the shock
Imundaw lay%r) and
-.
the calculated thiclmess of the bounda~ layer on the-airfoil 1/2 fcnt
from the leading edge are show in the following table. The values
are for a Mach number of 6. (The values of X and 8 vary by a
.-—
nmximum factor of about 3 between a Mach number of 2 sad a l&ch
number of 10.)
—
?- .- -.
Altitude Mean free path Boundary-layer
(ft) (in.) thickness
(in.)
.— ..———
.
~o,ooo 1.7X 1o-5 9.3x 10:;
100,000 1.9X 10-4 3.1X 10
l%, 000 2*OX 10-3 1.0 x 10-1
~-.. 200,000 2.2 x 10-2 3.OX 1o-1
. 4
According to the data of ~ preceding tdble, the equations for
heat-tmnsfer coefficient gi~en in the Qresent paper cannot be.
safely a~plied at altitudes exceeding 200,000 feet.
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